Molecular modeling of the major benzo[a]pyrene N2-dG adduct in cases where mutagenesis results are known in double stranded DNA.
The potent mutagen/carcinogen benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P) is metabolically activated to (+)-anti-B[a]PDE, which induces a full spectrum of mutations (e.g. GC-->TA, GC-->AT, etc.). One hypothesis for this complexity is that different mutations are induced by different conformations of its major adduct [+ta]-B[a]P-N2-dG when bypassed during DNA replication (probably by different DNA polymerases). Previous molecular modeling studies suggested that B[a]P-N2-dG adducts can in principle adopt at least 16 potential conformational classes in ds-DNA. Herein we report on molecular modeling studies with the eight conformations most likely to be relevant to base substitution mutagenesis in 10 cases where mutagenesis has been studied in ds-DNA plasmids in E. coli with B[a]P-N2-dG adducts of differing stereoisomers and DNA sequence contexts, as well as in five cases where the conformation is known by NMR. Of the approximately 11,000 structures generated in this study, the computed lowest energy structures are reported for 120 cases (i.e. eight conformations and 15 examples), and their conformations compared. Of the eight conformations, four are virtually always computed to be high in energy. The remaining four lower energy conformations include two with the BP moiety in the minor groove (designated: BPmi5 and BPmi3), and two base-displaced conformations, one with the dG moiety in the major groove (designated: Gma5) and one with the dG in the minor groove (designated: Gmi3). Interestingly, these four are the only conformations that have been observed for B[a]P-N2-dG adducts in NMR studies. Independent of sequence contexts and adduct stereochemistry, BPmi5 structures tend to look reasonably similar, as do BPmi3 structures, while the base-displaced structures Gma5 and BPmi3 tend to show greater variability in structure. A correlation was sought between modeling and mutagenesis results in the case of the low energy conformations BPmi5, BPmi3, Gma5 and Gma3. Plots of log[(G-->T)/(G-->A)] versus energy[(conformation X)-(conformation Y)] were constructed for all six pairwise combinations of these four conformations, and the only plot giving a straight line involved Gma5 and Gmi3. While this finding is striking, its significance is unclear (as discussed).